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Abstract. Model Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) existed long before the recent em-
phasis on its merits compared with traditional document-based methods. Advocates disparage
documents per se, failing to recognise their importance as information artefacts essential to
MBSE. While the digital data model may be the ‘source of truth’, stakeholders view, verify,
and use the model via screen-rendered artefacts, which if made permanent to any degree,
constitutes ‘printing’ a document. This paper examines the nature and use of documents, both
paper and electronic, in traditional and model-based methodologies, and identifies the eviden-
tiary qualities of paper-based documents required for legal acceptance of electronic
documents. Document templates are used to initially structure the model schema, populate
the model, and progressively auto-generate output documents as complex views on the de-
veloped system model. The essential need for documents as information artefacts in
gathering, developing, maintaining and reporting the ‘truth’ in a model-based (and model-
centric) paradigm is demonstrated.

Introduction
Much has been said and written recently about the emerging model-based methodologies

replacing those that have been developed and applied within the traditional document-based
paradigm. The commentary is often cast in disparaging terms, giving a listener or reader the
impression that, with deference to George Orwell (1945), ‘documents bad, models good’.
This is an unfortunate and unnecessary position advanced in advocacy of model-based meth-
odologies, because documents remain an essential part of model-based system definition,
design, implementation and maintenance. While use of models is arguably advantageous
throughout a system’s lifecycle (Haskins 2011; OMG 2011) with the models being the
‘source of truth’, documents remain the primary means of examining, distributing and con-
firming that truth.

Advocates of model-based systems engineering, while suggesting that document-free en-
vironment could be achieved through full pursuit of the paradigm, state that other engineering
disciplines have reached this objective (OMG 2011). Computer Aided Drafting/Computer
Aided Manufacture is often offered as a leading example. A recent survey of the use of Mod-
el Based Definition (MBD) involved thirty-four interviews conducted within two major
Canadian aerospace companies (Quintana et al. 2010). The report authors summarised the
survey results:

“MBD represents a trend in Computer-aided Design (CAD) that promises reduced time-to-market and im-
proved product quality. Its main goal is to improve and accelerate the design, manufacturing and
inspection processes by integrating drawing annotations directly onto a 3D model, therefore obviating the
need to generate engineering drawings. However, its implementation throughout the whole product lifecy-
cle has not yet been fully adopted. Traditional engineering drawings still play an essential part in the
capture and distribution of non-geometric information.”



The report authors use 3D model to refer to the solid geometric object being modelled
which by virtue of the software tool’s capabilities is rendered as a 3D solid object, while 2D
drawings refer to the traditional detailed isomorphic drawings. Of particular interest is the
report authors’ conclusion, in part:

“Companies are not yet ready to accept MBD datasets for long-term storage purposes; they consider that
the level of readiness is still not adequate. In fact, due to electronic file formats’ inability to maintain data
integrity and stability over the years (software migration issues), electronic drawings are still the preferred
medium. They provide a proven and robust way to keep track of all of the changes in an industry that is
continuously changing in order to meet new customer, government and environmental demands. Overall,
2D drawings and 3D digital models are both necessary today.

For the MBD concept to eventually assume all of the functions and roles of engineering drawings, MBD da-
tasets, just like engineering drawings, will have to adopt the properties of a document …”

Model-based systems engineering today is in a similar position. While software tools now
exist to create and maintain system data models, the electronic file of the data model is nei-
ther accepted as the authoritative source nor considered suitable for archival purposes. The
data of interest are the meaningfully representative views (such as 2D drawings) of the data
(the 3D solid object model) that address the concerns of respective stakeholders.

Cecelia Haskins recently chronicled the historical development of MBSE and identified
“the inventions and innovations that were necessary to provide the computing and process
foundations” of what presently is called MBSE (Haskins 2011). All of the foundational ele-
ments relate to better models and while some (such as the advent of UML and SysML) relate
to enhanced communication between technically aware stakeholders, few if any address the
broader issue associated with one of the future enablers of MBSE identified:

“The ability for the SE to communicate with stakeholders in the respective language of their domain will
grow in importance. … [F]uture MBSE demands domain-specific modelling languages and visualizations
that support SE in the problem domain, and requires models that can be defined unambiguously and pre-
cisely such that they can be understood by multiple stakeholders along the lifecycle.”

Until this enabler is made real by further “inventions and innovations” and while the me-
dia of a document is changing from paper to electronic, documents of various form and
content will remain the principal means for most stakeholders to view, interpret and archive
the information contained within a software model. Electronic documents used as information
artefacts are an essential part of a sound MBSE methodology. They must be understood and
used in an effective and efficient manner.

This paper describes the historical purpose and value of traditional paper documents as
authoritative evidentiary records, and the place and role of documents in the systems engi-
neering processes, both document-centric and model-centric. The evolution of documents
from paper to digital form is described and compared to highlight that in order to be accepted,
digital artefacts and ultimately digital models from which the artefacts are generated must
exhibit the evidentiary qualities of paper documents. The requirement for and nature of digi-
tal signatures as a part of these qualities is briefly described. The need for documents
(structured and meaningful representations of model data) in a model-centric methodology is
shown by description of the relevant standard for system architecture description, the practice
of which requires various views of the system architecture (i.e. information artefacts generat-
ed from the model). These information artefacts, both simple and complex, once generated
constitute the documents essential to model-based and model-centric systems engineering.
Finally an example of the practical and proven use of documents as both inputs and outputs in
a MBSE capability definition is described. The paper concludes that documents are currently,
and will continue to be, a vital part of MBSE.



Documents as Records and Evidence
‘Document’ in the English language is grammatically both a noun and a verb. Until the

digital age, the dictionary definition of the noun form of document was (or words similar): “a
written or printed paper furnishing information or evidence, a legal or official paper” (Mac-
quarie Dictionary Online 2011).

For much of history, a document consisted of its content – information, or, to be accurate,
data of some kind – appended to a physical medium. The data was written or printed using
some form of ink and the medium to which the ink was applied was most often some form of
paper (Gascoigne 2011a, -b). Thus document and paper were and continue to be used synon-
ymously as until recently it was rare that a document was not on a form of paper. So
colloquially: “The immigration official wanted to see my papers.”

Paper, the medium, does not constitute a document until data, the content, is applied. But
the nature of the medium shapes the presentation and persistence of the document content.
Historically, documents have been managed based on the characteristics of the medium: tra-
ditionally, document handling and storage facilities, processes and techniques are concerned
with preservation of the medium of paper and ink (DAU 2001).

The enduring persistence of paper and ink has led to legal acceptance of a document as
being evidence and fact. Despite knowing that paper documents can be forged or altered,
provided the providence of the document is sound, people accept a document as factual – it is
an unchanging presentation of data concerning a subject of interest. This acceptance of the
veracity of the content of paper-based documents underpins configuration management poli-
cy and practice in project and most system management activities (DAU 2001). While the
content of both hand-written documents, that is, manuscripts, and printed documents, some-
times referred to as the product of ‘Gutenberg’ technology (Singer et al. 1958, Nash 2004), is
accepted as being a true record, it is usually ‘signed’ documents that are regarded as ‘evi-
dence’. Equally, while copies of a signed document may be useful and relevant, it the
document to which the signature was attached that is regarded as the ‘original’ and ‘one true
record’. Gutenberg’s technology may have revolutionised production of documents and texts
(‘books’), but the digital computer revolutionised production of content. With Gutenberg
technology also supplanted by page-image techniques, now paper-based documents are readi-
ly produced.

Nonetheless the ‘one true record’ still remains the paper copy to which a manuscript sig-
nature has been attached. The current situation appears to be one of ‘digital documents,
analogue endorsement’ in which digital development of the content of a document is a tem-
porary means to obtain the paper document as a permanent end. While this process may be
deemed model-based, it can be more accurately described as ‘model-supported’ and perpetu-
ates the ‛document-centricity’ so decried by model-based methodology advocates.

If systems engineering practice is to move from document-centricity to model-centricity,
rather than merely model-supported, the evidentiary qualities of paper-based documents es-
tablished by much statute and case law must be equally attributable to the model itself.
Providing this evidentiary quality is further complicated in that the software used to view the
model can change the semantic meaning of the data within it. However, regardless of whether
evidentiary equivalence is achieved or not, the fact remains that the model per se cannot be
viewed directly by human readers. Consequently documents, as human readable reports on
the model, will remain a key part of model-based systems engineering. While these infor-
mation artefacts may be presented visually on screen – ‘pixel-based’, rather than paper-based
– they remain an essential part of model-based systems engineering.



Systems Engineering Process
The essence of the systems engineering process, regardless of method, is progressive re-

finement of the description of a selected solution to a stakeholder group’s collective need.
This ‘description’, originally captured directly to paper-based products of the systems engi-
neering process, can now be captured, developed and maintained in a software data model.
That data model can then be used to produce reports and documents of various kinds, with
varying emphasis on the level of authority afforded those documents. Three processes can
then be described: document-centric, model-supported and model-centric.

Document-centric Systems Engineering
The system engineering process is depicted in Figure 1 as a Vee Model (Haskins 2011b)

that emphasises the use and flow of data throughout the process. This view of the process
shows that the initial ‘design’ arm of the Vee involves the progressive refinement of system
definition data and associated validation and verification plans.

In this traditional method of system definition and development, the outcome of each
stage of refinement of the system description is a set of documents. The documents when fi-
nalised are the formal record of the output of activity at that level. These documents are then
the input for the next level of system definition – they are the baseline for the next level of
activity in system definition and thus ‘drive’ the system definition. The documents also pro-
vide the criteria against which the system elements in the build phase are verified and
validated.

Figure 1. Systems Engineering Process (Vee Model) – Document-centric

Each set of documents is the product of the associated analysis and design activity at each
level of system definition. Methods and techniques involved in developing document content
can be very different, and may involve some model-based method or technique. However the
models at each level of definition are essentially independent and often use different tech-
niques and tools. The validity of document content is determined primarily by isolated review
of the document content only and the only connection to previous work is the traceability of
requirement statements to the previous product. There may be little record of the analytic or
design activity other than the documents produced.



Model-supported Systems Engineering
Over more than sixty years of practice, most applications of the systems engineering pro-

cess have been both document-centric and model-based (Haskins 2011a). A model of both
the problem and solution spaces has been used to enhance the validity and completeness of
the content of the documents produced. Models range from spreadsheets to sophisticated
computer simulations, which provide the data for document content when deemed complete.
Once in document form, the content often is manipulated further, losing traceability back to
the model data, a situation depicted in Figure 2.

The multiplicity of models that often are connected poorly if at all does little to achieve
the stated aims of MBSE. Multiple models in multiple forms, resident in multiple software
tools can be less conducive to sound systems engineering than a purely document-based
methodology (Lerat 2010). Unfortunately this is the state of much of present model-based
system engineering practice and can best be described as model-supported systems engineer-
ing.

The problem in this situation is not the use of documents but the extent of rigorous im-
plementation of a model-driven methodology. Integration of the models into a truly model-
centric methodology does not remove documents from the process but rather addresses the
poor systems engineering practice (Lerat 2010).

Figure 2. ‘Model-supported’ systems engineering (Estafan 2008 modified)

Model-centric Systems Engineering
A model-centric system development process is shown in Figure 3. Each of the analytic

tasks, while remaining consistent in procedure and product with those involved in the docu-
ment driven method, contributes to a common model repository – a relational database that
captures the system elements and their relationships in a progressively detailed information
model of the system of interest. Traceability between levels of detail is maintained as rela-
tionships in the model.
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Figure 3. Model-centric systems engineering – iterative and data-driven
(derived from Estafan 2008)

Documents are produced when required as reports on the data in the model repository.
The documents are used to support review and further development of the system model.
Model-centricity is maintained when the documents are a transitory means to validate and
progress the refinement of the system model.

From Paper to Digital Documents
Documents continue to be used widely in communicating with stakeholders. They allow

information gathering and information sharing. Documents may be the only way stakeholders
interact with system development process, be that through viewing, modifying or creating.
The creation or editing of documents allows the stakeholder to provide information for and
about the system in a way with which they are generally comfortable. Viewing of documents
may be purely for information, or may be as part of a review and approval process. The ap-
proved and signed documents (be they physical or electronic) are usually the only artefacts of
the system development review process.

The use of electronic documents is on the rise and they are often mandated to be produced
as artefacts in the course of model-centric systems engineering processes. There are some in-
herent differences to electronic documentation when compared to traditional paper-based
documentation in the baselining and configuration control of these artefacts. The tools and
methods used vary greatly between paper and electronic documents. There are also differ-
ences in storage and transfer of electronic documents, such as the ease at which electronic
documents can be copied, allowing for redundancy with less environmental limitations than
paper documentation. Another major difference is in the use of digital signatures and time
stamping, as opposed to traditional signature and witnessing of paper documents. These dif-
ferences give rise to a range of benefits that favour the move towards electronic
documentation. Table 1 compares electronic and paper documents in a number of categories.



Table 1. Comparison of factors affecting the use of electronic to paper documents

Category Paper
Documentation

Electronic
Documentation

Comparison

Baselining and
Configuration
Control

Documents baselined
and configuration con-
trolled as per current
arrangements (often
software supported)

Directly software-
managed configura-
tion, change and
release control

Significant advantages to be
gained in the simplification
and accuracy of baselining
and configuration control us-
ing electronic documents

Storage Archived in physical
files and folders

Electronic storage Far less space required to
store comparable electronic
documents. Issues need to
be addressed involving data
retention and security

Copying /
Redundancy

Formal legal copying
process (stamping and
signing)

Copies are easily
made electronically

Issues arise as to what is the
master copy

Approval Physical signature –
with witness

Electronic signature –
possibly with addi-
tional witness
electronic signature

Electronic signatures have
advantages, but some issues
need to be addressed (see
‘Use of Digital Signatures’
section)

Dating Approval by signature
normally indicates the
date

Electronic time
stamp, which can
become part of the
electronically signed
record

Issues involving the security
of electronic time stamping
need to be addressed

Relationship between Architecture Description and Documents
Architecture is defined as the fundamental organisation of a system embodied in its com-

ponents, their relationships to each other and to the environment and the principles guiding its
design and evolution (IEEE 2000). The description of software intensive systems has been
standardised over the last decade as the scale and complexity of systems has grown. The in-
tent is that standardised descriptions will improve integration and interoperability of systems
such that larger and more complex systems can be satisfactorily created and managed. Archi-
tecture descriptions, either prescribed to or used by systems engineers, define the views and
therefore much of the content of documents produced as outputs of the systems engineering
process.

Since the emergence of the seminal work of Zachmann (1987), ‘architecture’ – more ac-
curately identified as an ‘architecture description’ – is standardised for a particular
community of stakeholders by an architecture framework, such as TOGAF (TOG 2009) and
DODAF (Department of Defense 2009). These frameworks when elaborated and documented
have a founding structure described by the emerging international standard ISO/IEC/IEEE
42010 (ISO/IEC/IEEE 2011). This standard is in final draft stage and is the international ver-
sion of IEEE Std 1471:2000 – Recommended Practice for Architectural Description of
Software-Intensive Systems.



The form of an architecture description created in accordance with IEEE1471 is shown in
Figure 4. The purpose of the architecture description of the system of interest is to identify
the stakeholders, their concerns and the view-points that address those concerns. A viewpoint
is a way of looking at the system from the perspective of a relevant stakeholder, for example,
the engineer sees the components, their functions and interfaces, while the finance manager
sees the cost and life of type. Each of the stakeholders has a different interest in the system
and most importantly a different way of describing that interest. That is, they each have their
own terms and definitions and at times seemingly different languages.

Figure 4. Architecture Description Key Elements

Each stakeholder’s viewpoint determines the information required to address the concerns
of that stakeholder. The information is packaged as a view from the perspective of the stake-
holder. Multiple views may be required to fully address the stakeholder concerns covered by
that viewpoint.

IEEE1471 provides the information model of an architecture description, while the vari-
ous architecture frameworks detail standard viewpoints – and sometimes standard views – to
ensure that communication within a community of interest is achieved. IEEE1471 provides a
metamodel construct which the frameworks further define so that information models of sys-
tems of interest can be constructed and reported in a standard fashion.

The various architecture frameworks structure and standardise the content of documents
that collectively describe a system of interest. These frameworks can be applied in both doc-
ument-centric and model-centric system engineering processes.

The effect in a model-centric methodology is the standardisation of reports generated
from the data repository. The various view descriptions in the frameworks become templates
for the report generator in a modelling application. In essence, the frameworks make docu-
ments an essential part of the model-based paradigm.

Use of Digital Signatures
While there has been a move towards the use and storage of digital documents, endorse-

ment and authorisation of these documents is widely done by creating a physical copy of the
document and recording signatures. In order to achieve the full benefits of electronic docu-
mentation listed in Table 1, electronic endorsement (signing) of these documents is required.



Digital signatures use cryptographic techniques to demonstrate the authenticity of a digi-
tal document. These techniques can be used to determine that a document has been approved
by a particular person, and that the document’s contents have not been altered. Electronic
signature is a more generic term defining any particular electronic means used to determine
authenticity of a document or message, and the digital signature described above is one
means of implementing an electronic signature.

If implemented correctly and all technical and legal issues addressed, a digital signature
can be more difficult to forge than a handwritten signature. Also, the use of digital signatures
compared to signing and counter-signing a physical paper document:
 reduces the significance of document exchange throughout a distributed working en-

vironment particularly when the printed documents are physically large or there is
urgency in the signing of documents,

 allows increased use of modern electronic configuration management systems that can
link a signed document with supporting electronic files, and

 reduces the environmental impact of paper document production.
A process for creating a secure digital signature was described by Rivest, Shamir and

Adleman (1978). The same cryptographic principles and methods used for producing and au-
thenticating digital signatures are now well-known and in common use, particularly in the use
of Public/Private Key cryptography for securing data over the Internet, and the use of hashing
algorithms as a method for password storage and authentication.

The digital signature described here can be applied to any electronic file or message. It
can be used for signing either a document as an artefact of the MBSE process, or a digital file
representation of the MBSE model itself, such as an XML output representing the data stored
in a model-based tool.

However, the parties involved in signing must have a clear understanding of the meaning
of an electronic file’s content. In the case of a complex model, the interpretation of the model
by the reader could differ significantly from the authority signing the electronic file. Also, the
interpretation of this data may differ between various tools or even through changes in soft-
ware versions over time.

Electronic documents, on the other hand, can be stored in less ambiguous, standardised
formats. For this reason, the issues discussed here are relating to the application of a digital
signature to a digital document that can be understood to have a static representation, rather
than a generic digital file, thereby constituting the “documents” of MBSE.

Legal history shows that signatures do not necessarily require putting pen to paper, but in
some form the signature must verify the authenticity of a document, and the person signing
must show intent to sign off on the document (McCullagh et al. 1998). Many jurisdictions
specifically allow the use of electronic signatures where a signature or written evidence is
required by law (European Parliament Council 1999, US Congress 2000, Commonwealth of
Australia 1999).

An electronic signature scheme also requires non-repudiation. A physical, paper-based
signature often requires a witness to sign the document to allow the witness to testify that par-
ticular and specific parties signed the physical document. At first glance, it would appear that
this witnessing would not be necessary in the digital world. However, to remove the possibil-
ity of a party claiming the process was compromised at the time of signing, a scheme
involving digitally counter-signing a combined digital document and digital signature could
be implemented (McCullagh et al. 1998).

The electronic signature needs to show the “intent to sign” the document from the party
involved in signing. An autograph on a page does not constitute signing a document, and an
automated ‘signature line’ on an email does not fulfil the need for intent. As a specific and



conscious action is required to proceed through a digital signing process, such action consti-
tutes intent to sign an electronic document.

Documents in a Model-centric Systems Engineering Process
Systems engineers are comfortable interacting with information about a project in the

form of a model or series of diagrams. However, the majority of stakeholders involved in a
project are unlikely to be systems engineers. It is far more likely that these stakeholders will
be more comfortable interacting with the project information using documents, whether they
are in traditional paper format or in electronic format. An MBSE approach ignoring docu-
ments can be applied successfully within a project team, but problems encountered when the
models generated are distributed to other stakeholders for review and implementation (Her-
zog et al. 2010).

Directly analogous to any push for Model-Based Systems Engineering to reduce or re-
place systems engineering documentation is the previously mentioned rise of the MBD
approach looking to replace traditional engineering drawings in the field of mechanical engi-
neering (Quintana et al. 2010). The MBD approach combines the design, engineering and
manufacturing information for a component or system in a single 3D model. This model con-
tains not only information about the physical dimensions of the part, but also includes
annotations to do with the design, manufacturing and inspection processes.

While this approach can be applied across the entire product lifecycle, a number of issues
to do with data accessibility and visualisation, data content, data presentation, data manage-
ment, data security and data retention mean that it has yet to be adopted widely in more than
pilot projects (Quintana et al. 2010). These same issues are encountered in MBSE when at-
tempting to remove the need for documentation. Even if the technical and process issues can
be entirely overcome, MBD has the problem that some of the information contained in a
model needs to be viewed and understood by people who are not the system developers (the
information for legal purposes for example). MBSE also encounters this issue, meaning that
documents are still widely used. In fact MBSE, with its links to stakeholders who provide
input, review and approval and are far removed from the engineering world, has an even
greater need to continue the judicious use of documents (produced from the central model
repository) to retain relevance.

Documents can be used both to structure input data for a model and also as structured
output from a model, providing a snapshot of a chosen sub-set of data in the model, and how
it is related at a given time. Given the ease with which most stakeholders deal with docu-
ments, it is logical to use this comfort to advantage and utilise documents both for input to the
model and as a means of viewing the current status of a model for review and approval. This
is consistent with the intent of the IEEE1471 architecture description – the views on the mod-
el, or information artefacts, should be in a form which effectively addresses the concerns of a
stakeholder, as seen from the perspective of the stakeholder (i.e. the stakeholder’s viewpoint).
Given the varying perspectives of different stakeholders, a single representation will not suf-
fice.

Documents in the form that stakeholders expect to see as outputs can be used as direct in-
puts to a model. They can be structured in such a way that a user can “fill in” the blank
document as a means of eliciting initial information for a model, or for updating the infor-
mation already in a model. The data contained in the model after this input can then be
automatically related to data already in the model or other input data. Project development
can then proceed with the associated benefits of traceability and robustness associated with
the model-based approach.

The use of documents to structure inputs to a model has been explored by the authors and
colleagues in recent work (Logan and Harvey 2011). Figure 5 shows how a blank template



model has been created, which can be queried to produce a template document. This template
document also serves as a map describing the model. The text in each of the sections of this
document describes what information needs to developed to complete the section, how it re-
lates to other information in the model and where it is stored in the model. This document
map, or indeed targeted sections of the complete document, can be populated by stakeholders
either in isolation or through interaction with the project’s systems engineering team. The in-
formation is then in a format that is easy to process into the model, either automatically
(through an input parsing tool, script or other program depending upon the MBSE software
being used) or via the systems engineer. This results in an updated project model reflecting
the input of the stakeholders.

Beyond providing assistance to the systems engineer in populating the model, the docu-
ment map method has a number of other benefits. They include:
 Guiding the systems engineer while navigating the model. The document map

shows the systems engineer exactly where the input data should go into the model and
how it needs to be related to other data in the model. This increases the efficiency of
the engineer in working with the information, providing a handy reference for those
who work with the model on a day-to-day basis as well as a map for engineers who
may be new to the project, or bought in as surge capacity for busy periods of work.

 Allowing review of the model content. Due to the nature of the MBSE approach any

Figure 5. Template model supporting document use in a MBSE approach



number of tailored documents (views on the information in the model) can be created.
Document generation is automated, allowing regular querying of the current state of
the model and rapid production. These tailored views of the information in the model
can then be provided to system and project stakeholders for review and validation of
the information. Information presented in this familiar way to the non-specialist re-
viewer removes some of the mysticism surrounding the model-based approach. It
allows the information in the model to be exposed to those people best-placed to re-
view it. With careful management (such as tracking changes on the document), the
user can review the information in the model and the systems engineer can then pro-
cess any changes into the model in an efferent and effective manner. This approach
has been successfully implemented by the authors with non-systems engineering
background, defence specialists in a number of defence capability definition projects
(Robinson et al. 2010, Tramoundanis et al. 2010).

 Allowing stakeholder review in familiar format. Once the initial model has been
instantiated from the ‘blank’ template, documents familiar to the user (in this case the
document set for Australian Defence Capability Development) can be readily pro-
duced. Showing the user their own words as they populate documents in familiar form
is a powerful tool in gaining the trust of the stakeholder and commitment to the mod-
el-based process.

 Reducing the impost of reporting on the systems engineer. Once the output docu-
ment generation mechanism has been created and set up, reporting impost on the
systems engineer is reduced. Non-specialist stakeholders can review the contents of
the model and amend, add and verify information without the direct assistance of the
systems engineer (as would often be required to ‘walk through’ the model without the
document as an interface).

 Approval of various aspects and artefacts of a project. Documents produced from
a model represent a snapshot of a subset of the information in the model at any time.
The repeatable, known manner in which the information in a document is related to
model content can be used to full advantage. Reviewers can confirm that the infor-
mation in the document is factually correct, and combined with inherent verification
that the document information content is consistent with that in the model; the model
can then be considered to be correct.

It should be noted that this approach simply supports the traditional Systems Engineering
process as defined by body of knowledge evolved over several decades (Haskins 2011b) and
in no way overrides the need for systems engineering effort and rigor. This approach aims to
make the most of this effort and rigor through the use of a model-centric approach that pro-
vides a central repository of truth, that is consistent and traceable while still interacting with
the stakeholders in a way in which they are comfortable – though the use of documents.

With the increase in complexity of systems and the associated MBSE models, it is be-
coming less likely that a non-specialist reviewer or input stakeholder will be able to navigate
the model, provide information for, check the information within and certify that the model is
approved. However, the integrated use of documents produced as timely and consistent views
on the model will facilitate and make effective stakeholder interaction into the future.

Conclusion
Model-based methodologies are not new – just the commentary on strengths and weak-

ness of ‘model-based’ versus ‘document-based’. Sound practice of systems engineering, in
fact any engineering discipline, has always had at its core a model of the system – albeit con-
ceptual and often only resident in the minds of the system builder! The commentary on
‘model-based’ versus ‘document-based’ is often cast in disparaging terms. This is an unfortu-



nate and unnecessary position advanced in advocacy of model-based methodologies, because
documents remain an essential part of model-based system definition, design, implementation
and maintenance. While use of models is demonstrably advantageous throughout a system’s
lifecycle, with those models being the ‘source of truth’, documents remain the primary means
of examining, distributing and confirming that truth.

A key feature of the discussion on documents versus models stems from a misnomer: the
issue is one of ‘centricity’, not ‘basis’. Traditional systems engineering is ‘model-based’, or
at least ‘model-supported’, while new software tools now allow the management of systems
engineering to be ‘model-centric’ rather than ‘document-centric’. Whether the process is
based on or centred in the model, documents are central to developing, verifying, validating
and making use of the model. While the model views may be standardised by virtue of archi-
tecture description standards and adoption of architecture frameworks, those views provide
the content of relevant documents and shape the information model of the system. The views
act firstly as templates to capture input data and then frame the form of the output consistent
with information needs of the various stakeholders. By integrating documents as defined enti-
ties within a model-centric approach, the content of the documents is timely, consistent and
coherent and when validated provides verification that the model is “correct”.

The meaning of ‘document’, that is, the significance of an artefact that is electronic rather
than paper, may be changing. Nonetheless, information in the form of a traditional document
remains the principal means for most stakeholders to view and interpret the data contained
within the model. The perceived disadvantages in using documents are negated by taking a
model-centric approach and using documents firstly to help gather data for an integrated sys-
tem model and then using documents directly generated from the model for review and
approval, rather than disjointed development within the documents themselves. MBSE will
achieve its objectives of full model-centricity when digital documents and the dataset that is
the model from which the documents are generated match in the opinion of the various stake-
holders the evidentiary and archrival characteristics of traditional paper documents. Even as
this occurs, documents, both digital and paper, remain an essential and useful part of model-
based systems engineering.
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